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Abstract
Power utilitiesworldwide are facing enormous challengeswhen it comes to the distribution of electricity.With these challenges,
electricity theft is regarded as the most common challenge in the electrical distribution system. Electricity theft can be meter
tampering done in consumer houses and illegal connections done using hook-ups from the distribution pole grids. These
electricity theft challenges have caused power utilities to reconsider customer engagements focusing on feedback, putting
loss detection systems in their distribution system networks, using artificial intelligence to schedule maintenance and other
asset management activities, etc. The main focus of this paper is to design a real-time power theft monitoring and detection
system that is able to detect power theft in distribution systems. This proposed system utilizes smart meters consisting of an
Arduino ATMega328P microcontrollers with GSM modules (Global System for Mobile Communication) used for system
communication. Cloud storage is created to store the smart meter data. Simulations of the proposed system were done using
Proteus Design Suite v.8.10 SP3 software. The proposed system is practically constructed for prototype measurement results.
Should power imbalances be measured by the system, the authority office will receive an SMS notification as an alert for
power theft detected by a specific smart metering system. The authority office will analyse the power measurements sent to
the cloud storage (MATLAB Online, ThingSpeak IoT channels display), and further action will be taken.

Keywords Electricity theft · Illegal connections · Meter tampering · Smart meter · Arduino ATMega328P microcontroller ·
Cloud storage (MATLAB, ThingSpeak IoT)

1 Introduction

The power system network has many operational losses.
Operational losses are categorized as technical and non-
technical losses [1]. Technical losses mainly occur in
distribution networks due to cable faults, transformers,
overhead lines, and other substation equipment used to
transfer/distribute electricity [2], while non-technical losses
mainly occur in distribution system networks due to illegal
electrification schemes, cable theft, non-payment of elec-
tricity tariffs, the selling and using illegal prepaid vouchers
purchased from stolen vending machines, meters tampering,
illegal electricity connections, etc. [3]. The main significant
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contributors to non-technical losses are meter tampering and
illegal connections [3]. The issue of electricity theft (meter
tampering and illegal connection) has become a serious con-
cern for most power utilities worldwide. It has resulted in
huge financial losses to the power utility and the government
[4].

Recent research studies have shown that the world losses
due to electricity theft are approximately US$89.3 billion
annually [4]. In the USA, Progress Energy Incorporated
(Inc.) has reported a 5% rise in electricity theft within a year
[5]. The cost of nationwide electricity power theft in the USA
alone is about $1.6 billion yearly [5]. According to theHerald
Live, at least one house in every seven houses in the Nel-
son Mandela Bay Metro (South Africa) has its electric meter
tampered with, resulting in revenue losses [4]. This electric-
ity theft challenge is the main reason why most Electrical
Departments in municipalities are struggling financially in
the country. All these have a severe implication on the coun-
try’s economic growth due to the cascading problems caused,
which also results in load shading that is mainly caused by
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Fig. 1 Smart grid conceptual architecture [8]

electricity shortage. The monitoring and detection systems
for meter tampering in consumer houses and illegal hook-
up connections from distribution pole grids are commonly
designed as separate systems [1]. This presents a challenge
to the power utility as they need to install two systems to
monitor and detect any illegal activities by each consumer.
With this challenge, it is essential to design a real-time power
theft monitoring and detection system that simultaneously
monitors and detects illegal electricity connections from the
distribution pole grids and meter tampering from household
electricity consumers [1]. This will help minimize the finan-
cial losses faced by power utilities due to electricity theft and
its impact on the country’s economy.

Several techniques have been developed within the power
system grid to address the issue of electricity theft. TheAuto-
mated Meter Reading (AMR) system was the first electronic
meter [1][6]. This system would enable the utility company
to remotely access the data transmitted from the consumer
meter to the utility company by telephone, satellite commu-
nications, radio frequency, or power lines [7, 8]. The redevel-
opment of the AMR system was called Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) because AMI enables ‘bidirectional’
data exchange between consumer meters and the utility com-
pany. The utility networks and home area networks are
presented [8] (see Fig. 1). The home area networks use
wireless communication systems and devices such as Zig-
Beemodule, wireless local area network (WLAN),WiMAX,
long-term evolution (LTE), Wi-Fi, broadband power line
communication (PLC), IEEE 802.16e, etc., to have a network
connection on the power utility aggregation points [1][9].

Figure 1 presents a system that utilizes AMI networks
for communications and System Operator (SO) to detect
meter tampering unnoticed [8]. This system is designed so
that AMI network schemes and the SO’s are able to obtain
the total aggregated electricity consumption [8]. SO’s can
also efficiently compute the electricity bill for each customer

following dynamic pricing that is used for load monitoring
and energy management [8]. Such systems also include the
implementation of an electricity usage determiner or smart
home scheduler that needs the support of a communication
system associated with smart grids [9, 10]. Another example
of such a system is the three-step advanced metering infras-
tructure (AMI) [11]. This systemcontains a trusted third party
(TTP), local area network (LAN), and control centre (CC).
The TTP phase is on the user’s side, where there are smart
meters for each consumer house [11]. The digital electronic
meters are designed to compute the voltage and the current
product, which gives instantaneous power in watts [12, 13].
For the power utility company to identify meter tampering,
the electricity theft self-detector smart meters are installed
in each house to monitor the electricity usage of each con-
sumer [13]. These systems can only detect meter tampering
and monitor energy data usage but cannot address illegal
connections from the distribution pole grids.

Figure 2 presents a smart prepaid energy metering system
to control electricity theft [14] (see Fig. 2). With this sys-
tem, the power utility monitors the consumer’s power usage
by connecting the server and the consumer energy meter
through a network. All this is done using GSM technolo-
gies, and the power utility is connected to the GSM modem
[14]. The consumer energy meter consists of an ATMega32
microcontroller, energy measuring chip (ADE7751), GSM
module (Siemens A62 mobile phone), MAX232, potential
transformers, current transformers, a relay, and LCD [14].
Other related systems include a system that uses a circuit
breaker with a ZigBee module and a current transformer
placed at each consumer terminal to measure the total cur-
rent consumed by the electricity consumers [15, 16]. Some
smart meters are built using AVR microcontrollers and are
different frommost ordinary single-phase smartmeters. They
use two current transducers to measure active power in both
live and neutral wires [17]. Other systems also feature theft
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Fig. 2 Smart prepaid energy metering system to control electricity theft
[14]

detection and a notification system enabling the consumer
to access the smart electric meter and power usage monitor-
ing remotely using the internet [18, 19]. This could be easily
done with LoRaWAN technology. In contrast, other systems
are designed consisting of four main modules, namely con-
trolling station (CS), transmission line sensor node (TLSN),
wireless transformer sensor node (WTSN), andwireless con-
sumer sensor node (WCSN) [19, 20].

Figure 3 presents an Internet of Things (IoT)-based power
theft detection system build consisting of a 32-bit RISC
ARM processor core licensed by AMR holdings [21] (see
Fig. 3). With ARMmicroprocessor and IoT, the power usage
readings from the voltage divider are captured, and the infor-
mation is easily transmitted from one point to another using
the internet [21]. TheARMmicroprocessor receives captured
electric data from themeasuring device. It then sends the cap-
tured electric data for display to the input of the LCD so that
the consumer is able to see how much is being consumed
by the load. The ARM processor has an inbuilt ADC, which
converts AC signal into binary (digital signal) [21]. Micro-
controllers are used as an engine of the system to compare the
balances, forward the captured data, and link the communi-
cation systemof themicrogrid system and the smartmetering
system [22]. The GSM module sends an SMS when power
theft has been detected, and a power line fault is detected
from the transmission lines [22, 23]. IoT-based systems are
designed to send the data collected to the cloud storage (i.e.,
Speak-Software using GSM modules) [24, 25]. The power
theft detected and captured electric data of the consumer is
also kept at the Speak-Software [25].

Other related systems include a monitoring system that
utilizes an electro-optical sensor incorporated into a smart
energy meter to detect when the meter cover is opened [26].
Another system is a detection system consisting of resis-
tors, a Light Dependent Resistor (LDR), and a comparator
[26, 27]. Another example is a cost-effective electricity theft
detection and prevention system based on IoT technology
[28]. Here, the IoT concept helps by connecting the smart
energy meter with the utility through the internet, such as

Fig. 3 Diagram of an IoT-based power theft detection [21]

the internet of things (IoT) based tamper prevention system
for electricity meters (IoTETPS) [28, 29]. Most IoT-based
smart meters are designed to transmit the recorded energy
usage data through network channels such as radio frequency
(RF), broadband over power lines (BPL), and public net-
works [30]. This recorded data is transferred to the utility
central meter data management system (MDMS) for data
analysis [29, 30]. This includes a smart energy metering
(SEM) system that uses Bluetooth technology to receive
and transmit serial data across the network communication
platforms [31]. These new systems also incorporate security
through PLC applications and IoT’s online metering infras-
tructure system [19]. With cloud storage (ThingSpeak IoT,
channels display), the parameters are displayed graphically
and in digital format [32]. At every interval, the measured
and captured electric data is received and stored in one excel
sheet, and the power utility will review the sheet to identify
measured power imbalances [32, 33]. So far, all the systems
presented can only detect meter tampering accurately but
cannot address illegal connections from the distribution pole
grids.

Figure 4 presents an IoT-based power theft analyser and
detection system [32] (see Fig. 4). The system relies on
the data transferring between the monitoring units (observer
meters) installed on each distribution transformer and/or a
node that supplies power to consumer houses. Each section
of a monitoring unit has an IoT smart energy meter installed
to monitor that particular section’s parameters [32]. Each
observer meter (master unit) measures and monitors the
electric data distributed in the section. With the use of the
ThingSpeak website (cloud storage), the parameters are dis-
played graphically and in digital format, and the power utility
will review the graphic display to identify measured power
imbalances.Whenever an illegal consumer hooks up directly
from the distribution feeders of the microgrid system, there
will be power discrepancies on the measured and captured
electric flow between the master units of two paired sections
[32]. The power utility will further analyse it to determine
whether there was a possible illegal connection identified or
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Fig. 4 Diagram of an IoT-based
power theft analyser and
detection

Fig. 5 Architecture of the smart
metering system [34]

not. The illegal connection is identified by comparing the
power measured and reported by two different paired sec-
tions. However, this system does not make the identified
illegal connection easily tracible with an exact location of
electricity theft.

Figure 5 shows a smart metering system that relies on the
observer meter on the distribution pole node to determine
the discrepancies of the power usage received from both the
Home-1 smart meter and Home-2 smart meter [34]. Should
the total sum of power usage measured on both homes be
below the power measured by an observer meter, then elec-
tricity theft is detected. An observer meter will then disclose
and tell its location and take a picture of an area for clearance
to the power utility [34]. Another similar system includes
an IoT-based communication system consisting of the cur-
rent sensor, ZigBee module, Arduino Nano, NodeMCU, and
the GSM technology device [35, 36]. In addition, including
systems designed consisting of a voltage transformer, cur-
rent transformer, PICmicrocontroller, and a deferential relay
[37]. The PIC microcontroller built on with ADC and RISC
architecture receives the measured values and converts the
received analog values to digital values [37, 38].

This includes smart meters designed consisting of a low
trap installed to prevent the injected high-frequency signal
from affecting or damaging the electronic components and
other devices like home appliances connected to the power

system [39]. Such systems use wireless communication pro-
tocols. These smart metering systems may use SparkMeter,
which communicates using the IEEE 802.4 mesh network
installed on the distribution pole nodes as a system net-
work gateway to the utility [40]. These network gateways
are responsible for low-latencymanagement tasks andon-site
data logging. The received data from the cloud storage is run
through a SparkMeter software that has an Intel NUC mini-
PC connected to an 802.15.4 USB node and the GSM/GPRS
Moxamodem of the network gateways before the local inter-
face receives it through 802.11 network protocol [40]. All the
systems presented in these two last paragraphs are part of the
Double Metering System, which this paper proposes as a
solution but focusing on both issues of illegal connections
and meter tampering using one system.

Due to data manipulation when distributing data wire-
lessly or through the internet, secure ways are recommended
for the safe transmission of captured electric data and data
storage. Figure 6 presents a cyber defense framework of
the AMI communication networks of the electrical distri-
bution grid and distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack
[41]. This AMI network system features a hierarchical com-
munication relation including wide area networks (WAN),
neighbour area networks (NAN), and home area networks
(HAN) [41] (see Fig. 6). AMI communication network sys-
tems can adopt such wireless communication platforms,
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Fig. 6 DDoS attack within AMI communication network [41]

namely: long-term evolution (LTE), wireless local area net-
work (WLAN), ZigBee module, optical fibre, power line
carrier (PLC), etc. [41].Many network protocols are featured
to meet AMI communication requirements, including IED
61,107/62056, open smart grid protocol (OSGP), and ANSI
C12.18/19/21. To build a scalable communication infras-
tructure of AMI, an internet protocol suite (IPS) will be a
suitable option [41]. The AMI system is vulnerable to poten-
tial cyber threats, such as connection-based attacks exploit
the vulnerabilities in existing communicationmedia and pro-
tocols, includingwireless scrambling,messagemodification,
eavesdropping, RF jamming, and injection [41].

It is clear from the literature review that attempts to address
the issue of electricity theft (meter tampering and illegal
connections) have been made [1]. However, both issues of
electricity theft must be addressed simultaneously using one
system. The proposed real-time power theft monitoring and
detection system is designed to identify, trace, and locate any
attempt of electricity theft in the power system grid [1]. This
proposed system is designed using smart meters installed on
each distribution pole grid/node and each consumer house.
Each smart meter consists of a current sensor, voltage sensor,
Arduino ATMega328P microcontroller, and a GSMmodule.

2 Proposed system strategic capability

First, let’s discuss the issue of harmonics. It should be noted
that the proposed system discusses the features that can
be added to the existing smart electric meter and observer

meters capable of accommodating THD (total harmonic
distortion) measuring, including wireless communication,
self-determining power consumption, or power distribution.
The features added by the proposed system focus on show-
ing how electricity theft based on illegal connections from
the pole grids and meter tampering from consumers can be
accurately detected using the proposed strategic system.

Below are ways to reduce the effect of harmonics in the
power system circuits [42].

The following are only two possible ways for this.

• The installation of filters helps to reduce the harmonics.
• The replacement of a standard transformer with a high
K-factor rated transformer that can handle the distortion.

K-factor-rated transformers are designed to handle a
degree of harmonic load currents without overheating [42].
They have a K-rating number of the transformer (1, 4, 9,
13, 20) that indicates the amount of harmonic current the
transformer can handle [42].

K-Factor 1: Motors, Motor Generators, Resistance Heat-
ing, Incandescent Lighting (without solid-state drives) [42].

K-Factor 4: Induction Heaters, HID Lighting, Welders,
PLC and solid-state controls, UPS with optional input filter-
ing [42].

K-Factor 13:UPSwithout optional input filtering, Schools
and Classroom facilities, Multiple receptacle circuits in
health care facilities, Production or assembly line equipment
[42].
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Fig. 7 Analysing Apparent Power to Active Power and Reactive Power
[43]

K-Factor 20: Circuits with exclusive data processing
equipment, SCR Variable Speed Drives, Critical care facili-
ties, and Hospital operating rooms [42].

Active power is the actual power transferred to the load,
such as electric consumers, induction motors, generators,
and transformers, and dissipated in the circuit [43]. Reac-
tive power represents that the energy is first stored and then
released in an electrostatic field or magnetic field in the case
of capacitor and inductor, respectively [43]. Reactive power
is commonly regarded as wasted power or power losses, as
shown in Fig. 7. Apparent power is the product of voltage and
current (i.e., RMS voltage and RMS current) [43]. Suppose
the power utility installs a K-factor-rated transformer from
the distribution grid supplying the consumers and installs the
observer meter after the transformer outputs. They would
have covered harmonics effects because they would measure
apparent power or active power, assuming that no reactive
power is experienced in the grid. Therefore, no power factor
leading or lagging, and the value of the apparent power is
equal to the value of the active power. Therefore, no distri-
bution losses were encountered.

The proposed system utilizes current sensors to measure a
varying current flow andmanage the effect of harmonics. The
self-designed filtered voltage sensor was used; this is proven
in Fig. 20 as the voltage measuring is always stable; this
was done to achieve accurate power distributed and received
between the nodes and the consumers. In addition, it should
be noted that the technical power losses are calculated using
the formula P � I2R or V2/R but not the used power con-
sumption formula P � VI [44]. Therefore, to determine the
real technical losses, the mentioned formulas must be added
to determine the technical losses, or the use of alternative
methods featured within smart meters to determine them. It
should be remembered that when applying V2/R, the voltage
to consider is not the line-to-ground voltage or line-to-line
voltage but the voltage drop across the line [44]. In case of no
load, the voltage drop across the line is unmeasurable, andwe
can only consider the line resistance and the current flowing.
So, the formula P � I2R should be used in this regard [44].

3 Proposed system design

Figure 8 presents a block diagram of a proposed real-time
power theft monitoring and detection system. As stated, each
smart meter consists of a current sensor, voltage sensor,
Arduino ATMega328P microcontroller, and a GSM mod-
ule. This system is designed to work in a combination of
two-by-two continuous communication systems using feed-
back lines for accurate powermeasurement results. Themain
smart meter from the distribution transformer (main observer
meter) communicates with the distribution pole grid 1 smart
meter (observermeter) tomeasure power distributed from the
distribution transformer against the power received by pole
grid 1. The same applies with pole grid 1 to pole grid/node
2. The smart meter for distribution pole grid 1 (observer
meter) communicates with the distribution pole grid/node
2 smart meter (observer meter). This includes the distribu-
tion pole node smart meter connected to the supply of each
consumer house also communicateswith the consumer house
smart meter to measure power distributed from the pole node
against the power received by each consumer house.

The following should be noted with the proposed system.
As shown in Fig. 10, the proposed smart metering system is
designed so that the feedback line between pole grid 1 smart
meter and pole grid 2 smart meter is for the smart meter in
pole 1 to read the current reading received in pole 2 current
sensor. This is achieved without direct communication with
the smart meter in pole 2 and will help reduce miscommuni-
cations and error data captured, which may massively affect
the system because of one interrupted smart meter. With that
said, the smart meter in pole grid 1 measures a current sup-
plied from a current sensor in pole 1 and the current received
by a current sensor in pole 2 without direct communication
with the pole 2 smart meter as structured in Fig. 10. The same
applies to the consumer smart metering system.

The proposed smart metering system is mainly designed
to focus on the distribution network system starting from the
distribution transformer (delta-star step-down transformer)
receiving a Medium Voltage (MV) 11 kV three-wire sup-
ply system from the substation. It then stepped down to
Low Voltage (LV) 400 V three-phase four-wire system (with
230 V single-phase). From the distribution transformer to
each distribution pole grid, the proposed smart metering sys-
tem can calculate the power distributed in three-phase or
single-phase. With the simulated and implemented proto-
type design system, a single-phase (230 V) smart metering
system is designed for system-accurate functionality test-
ing. Therefore, a single-phase smart metering system is used
from distribution pole grid number one to distribution pole
grid number two, including two single-phase smart meters in
consumer houses.

With that said, should a three-phase supply be used from
the distribution transformer to the distribution pole grids,
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Fig. 8 Flowchart description of
the proposed system

the authority would install the three-phase smart metering
system in both distribution pole grids. In the distribution pole
grid number one three-phase smart metering system, the cur-
rent transformer (CT) would measure current flow from each
of the three lines (L1, L2, and L3) and combine all three cur-
rents to get a total current. It will then calibrate it with the
voltage transformer (VT) reading in all three lines to deter-
mine the three-phase power distributed fromdistribution pole
grid one to distribution pole grid two. The distribution pole
grid number two three-phase smart metering system supply-
ing three consumer houses from each of the three lines (L1,
L2, and L3) would measure the current reading of line 1 sup-
plying consumer house 1. These include the current reading
of line 2 supplying consumer house 2 and the current reading
in line 3 supplying consumer house 3. Then those readings
would be determined separately by the distribution pole grid
number two smart metering system to capture the power sup-
plied to each consumer house. It will also combine the three
power distributed readings to determine the total three-phase
power consumption from the distribution pole grid number
two.

From the block diagram in Fig. 8, the proposed system
utilizes the following methods to accurately detect power
theft attacks on the distribution feeders and consumer smart
meters. The proposed system utilizes both the current and
voltage sensors to measure the current readings and voltage
readings, respectively, to produce the power readings mea-
sured distributed from the distribution pole grids/nodes and
power consumption measured in consumer houses.

Distribution feeders’ section (detection of illegal connec-
tions): Should the power distributed by the main observer
meter (from the distribution transformer smart metering sys-
tem) be higher than the power received by distribution pole
grid 1 smart metering system. Therefore, an illegal connec-
tion is detected between the distribution transformer and
distribution pole grid 1. In addition, the power losses are
known as they are measured by the system and sent to
the cloud storage via GSM communication technology. The
same implies if the power measured distributed from the dis-
tribution pole grid 1 smart metering system is higher than
the power received by the distribution pole grid/node 2 smart
metering system.An illegal connection is detected and identi-
fied between the distribution pole grid 1 and distribution pole
grid 2. In addition, the power differences measured between
both distribution pole grids are sent to the cloud storage for
review by the authority office to issue fines to the found offers
and recover revenue losses due to power theft detected.

Consumer houses section (detection of meter tampering):
If consumer house F131 tampers with its smart meter to steal
electricity, the proposed system can easily detect such power
theft attempts. Therefore, should the power measured specif-
ically supplying consumer house F131 from the pole node 2
smart metering system be higher than the measured power
consumed by house F131 smart meter, then meter tampering
is detected, and the power losses are known. They are sent
to the cloud storage by the smart metering system. Again,
should the power measured specifically supplying consumer
house F132 from the pole node 2 smart metering system be
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higher than the power consumed by house F132 smart meter,
thenmeter tampering is detected and reported to the authority
office.

Authority office (side view through cloud storage): The
authority office is notified with SMS alerts by the proposed
system whenever a specific smart metering system detects
power theft because of power imbalances measured and
compared by the system. This allows the authority office
to specifically review the power differences recorded on the
cloud storage (MATLAB Online, ThingSpeak IoT channels
display) by that particular smartmetering system. In contrast,
this will quickly result in the arrest of the found offenders and
promptly recover the revenue losses resulting from power
theft detected.

3.1 The block diagram of the power supply

Figure 9 presents a block diagram of a power supply ‘rectifier
type of converter’ (AC-DC) to power an electronic circuit in
each smart electric meter of the proposed real-time power
theft monitoring and detection system [1].

The power supply consists of a step-down transformer
(230 V AC to 18 V AC with 6 VA). With a full-bridge (four
diodes–1N4007), the step-down transformer output (18 V
AC) is converted from AC to DC output. The DC output
is smoothen using filter capacitors, while regulator (L7812)
produces a fixed output of 12 V DC, then regulator (L7805)
produces a fixed output of 5VDC [1]. A 12VDCoutput sup-
plies the electronic circuit in each smart meter. The Arduino
ATMega328P microcontrollers receive 5 V DC input from a
parallel-connected 7805 voltage regulators while operating
with 5 V DC. The 5 V DC output is also used to supply the
GSMmodule and control a 5 VDCRelay Triggering Circuit,
power LCD 2004 20 × 4 with blue backlight connected par-
allel with I2C serial, voltage sensors, and the current sensors.

With the proposed system, voltage sensors and current
sensors are the only measuring instruments of the system.
In Fig. 10, pole grid 1 smart metering system consists of
an Arduino ATMega328Pmicrocontroller which collects the
voltage measured from the voltage sensor of pole grid 1 and
the current measured from the current sensor of pole grid 1.
In addition, the Arduino ATMega328P microcontroller will
then calibrate those readings to produce power readings to
be sent to the cloud storage via a GSM technology device.
Arduino ATMega328P microcontroller also collects the cur-
rent measured from the current sensor of pole grid/node 2
through ‘feedback line’ with a voltage measured from the

Fig. 9 Block diagram of (AC-DC) power supply

Fig. 10 Detailed structure of the proposed system

voltage sensor of pole grid 1 to determine power differences
measured between the pole grids. Those power measure-
ments are then sent to the cloud storage by the proposed
double metering system for the authority office to access the
electric data captured and stored online.

3.2 The schematic diagram of the proposed system

Figure 11 presents a schematic diagram of the proposed
real-time power theft monitoring and detection system with
double connected data capture system that addresses both
issues of meter tampering and illegal connections using one
system. The schematic below includes smart meters for dis-
tribution pole grid 1 and distribution pole grid/node 2. Two
consumer houses—houses F131 and F132—are presented
supplied from the distribution pole node 2. Each consumer
house has a smart meter to measure power consumption in
the house. These circuit arrangements also included switches
used to tamper with each consumer house to show accurate
meter tampering detection of the system. In addition, includ-
ing the switch used to tap on the distribution feeders to show
how accurate the system can be to detect illegal connections
tapped between the distribution pole grids. It should be noted
that when designing and implementing real-time smart elec-
tric meters, it is recommended that microcontrollers such as
devices like AVR/PICmicrocontrollers will be applicable. In
addition, GSM devices may have future challenges such as a
change in SIMcard sizes or network disturbances. Therefore,
it will be beneficial if communication systems such as Blue-
tooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee module, LTE, IoT (i.e., 5G network),
etc., are used as the network interface.

The proposed real-time power theft monitoring and detec-
tion system is designed consisting of devices such as
Arduino ATMega328Pmicrocontrollers, Liquid Crystal Dis-
play (LCD), GSM module, and other items. The other items
include current sensors and voltage sensors used to measure
power distributed and/or power received by each point of the
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Fig. 11 The circuit diagram for simulating the proposed real-time power theft monitoring and detection system

microgrid system. LCDs of the proposed system are parallel-
connected with a remote expander which uses the two-line
bidirectional bus (I2C). This I2C is an 8-bit input/output (I/O)
poweredwith 5VDC.The proposed systemuses theLCDs to
display power readings and meter status in terms of balanced
(meter Ok) or imbalanced (fault detected). GSM module is
used to send SMS notifications to alert the authority office
if the system measures power imbalances. The combination
of Arduino ATMega328P microcontroller with GSM device
allows wirelessly transfer of captured electric data from each
smart meter to the cloud storage (MATLABOnline, ThingS-
peak IoT channels display). In consumer houses, these smart
meters disconnect consumer loadusingRelayTriggeringCir-
cuit, which operates by receiving a command from Arduino
ATMega328P microcontroller when there is a power imbal-
ance measured.

3.3 System techniques used in detecting power theft

The proposed system utilizes the followingmethods to detect
power theft attacks on the distribution feeders and consumer
smart meters. The Arduino ATMega328Pmicrocontroller on
each smart meter is programmed to read the measured and
captured data from the voltage and current sensors every

minute (one minute). When the electric data captured is
received from the measuring instruments of the system, the
Arduino ATMega328Pmicrocontroller calibrates the current
readings and voltage readings to produce the power con-
sumption. Each smart meter’s microcontroller does this by
continuously measuring the instantaneous voltage (in volts)
multiplied by the instantaneous current (in amperes), which
are calibrated in the software installed in the controller to
produce the instantaneous electrical power (in kilowatts) [1].
The current measurements are calibrated using an (Alternat-
ing Current (AC) or Direct Current (DC) sensor) ‘ACS712
sensor’ with a ratio of 1A equal to 100 mA [1]. The voltage
measurements are calibrated using a self-designed voltage
sensor ‘AC/DC sensor’ (consisting of a freewheel ‘1N4007’
diode to produce a DC output voltage, while the parallel-
connected resistors reduce the output DC voltage) [1]. In
contrast, parallel ceramic capacitors are used to keep a DC
voltage stable before a microcontroller reads it. The pic res-
olution of step size is calculated as:

Resolution � Vref
2n

� 4.88mV (1)

where Vref � reference voltage, 2n � for a 10-bit analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) is equal to 1024.
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Fig. 12 Possible power theft detection in house F131 after meter tam-
pering

If the microcontroller reads a Vread, then

VPIC � Vread
2

× √
2 (2)

where VPIC � RMS voltage of the measured voltage. Vread

� Digital value read from the sensor.

Iactual � VPIC × 1000

mV perAmp
(3)

where Iactual � actual RMS current. mVperAmp�Millivolts
per amperage.

The pic resolution calculation is the operating voltage (5V
DC) for the voltage sensor, ArduinoATMega328Pmicrocon-
troller, and the current sensor which is converted to a digital
signal (ADC) for a microcontroller reading. Since the value
determined by the microcontroller (from a voltage sensor) is
a digital value, the VPIC calculation is used to determine the
actual RMS voltage converted from the digital value. Hence,
the value determined by the microcontroller (from a current
sensor) is also a digital value; therefore, the IActual calcula-
tion is used to determine the actual RMS current converted
from the digital value.

3.4 Simulation results (Softwaremodule)

Figure 12 presents a scenario for consumer house F131: The
circuit arrangement is that S1 (Switch-1) short-circuits the

current sensor in the house so that the smart meter will read
fewer power readings. Consumer house F131 load draws the
portion of the current that is not measured by the current sen-
sor in the house. As a result, there is an imbalance between
the power measured from the distribution pole node smart
metering system supplying house F131 and the power mea-
sured at consumer house F131 since the smart meter in the
consumer house is bypassed. Possible meter tampering is
detected because M1 � 2060.69W and M2 � 1839.90W are
different. Therefore, the power losses determined (power dif-
ferences) to issue fines are (M1 – M2 � 220.79W). With the
GSM technology device, a possible electricity theft incident
in the consumer house F131 is reported by sending an SMS
notification to the power utility. The captured data is sent to
the cloud storage. The SMS notification will have the spe-
cific consumer smart metering system details and the pole
grid/node where the incident happened.

Figure 13 shows how the proposed system displays results
when possible power theft is detected on the distribution pole
grid/node or between the distribution pole grids/nodes. In this
simulation, a hypothetical scenario of an illegal connection
is done between the distribution pole grids/nodes by activat-
ing switch 3 (S3) connected between distribution pole grid
1 smart metering system and the distribution pole grid/node
2 smart metering system. The distribution pole grid 1 smart
metering system measured M11 � 3786.07W the power dis-
tributed from pole grid 1 to pole grid/node 2, and through
the feedback line, the power received by pole node 2 smart
metering system isM12� 2657.53W.Then, the power differ-
ences measured are (M11 – M12 � 1128.54W). Therefore,
a possible electricity theft is detected between the distribu-
tion pole grid 1 and the distribution pole grid/node 2 since
the power distribution is not balanced. With the GSM tech-
nology device, a possible electricity theft incident detected
between pole grid 1 and pole node 2 is reported to the power
utility by sending an SMS notification with specific pole grid
smart metering system details where the incident happened.

3.5 Cloud storage (MATLAB Online, ThingSpeak IoT)

The proposed system features an internet of things (IoT)
technology. This double metering system wirelessly auto-
sends the captured electric data to the cloud storage and
auto-generates Short Messaging System (SMS) to inform
the authority office whenever power imbalances occur
between the utility pole grids/nodes. This includes respec-
tive consumer houses supplied. This system utilizes Arduino
ATMega328Pmicrocontrollers programmed to send the cap-
tured electric data through GSM technology devices that use
the Vodacom internet connection to transmit this captured
electric data to the cloud storage. The created cloud storage
is (MATLAB Online, ThingSpeak IoT channels display). As
this system is based on IoT, all the powermeasured using pole
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Fig. 13 Possible power theft
detection between the
distribution pole grids after
illegal connection
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Fig. 14 Accessing cloud storage
(MATLAB Online, ThingSpeak
IoT)

grids smartmetering systems and consumers’ smartmetering
systems can be seen and monitored using an Android phone
or a web portal. The authority office can easily access the
stored data online using a computer or a smartphone. With
Fig. 14, a computer (two laptops) is used to accessMATLAB
Online account; channels display IoT project visualization
where the power readings from the system are directed to
store measured electric data.

3.6 Prototype results (Hardwaremodule)

Figure 15 presents a whole circuit of the proposed real-time
power theft monitoring and detection system with double
connected data capture system ready for testing. The project
implementation includes plugs used for loads testing, tam-
pering within consumer smart meters (meter tampering),
and tampering between distribution pole grids (illegal con-
nections). The following are the project implementation
specifications:
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Fig. 15 System implementation and system functionality tests

Fig. 16 Possible meter tampering detected in house F131 and house F132

Fig. 17 SMS alerts for houses (meter tampering) and cloud storage results
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Table 1 Consumer houses—house F131 and F132 power measurements and power differences measured between the pole node 2 to each consumer
house

Consumer houses—house F131 and F132 (Power Measurements) Time Date Power differences measured

House F131 power measurements and power differences compared between port A of pole node 2 and house F131 for theft detection

30.94W 19:02:20 09 October 2021 1348.04W

44.20W 19:03:24 09 October 2021 97.24W

House F132 power measurements and power differences compared between port B of pole node 2 and house F132 for theft detection

35.36W 19:01:46 09 October 2021 1339.20W

39.78W 19:02:50 09 October 2021 57.46W

• Distribution pole grid 1 smart metering set: (bottom right;
M11—pole 1 powermeasurement, andM12—pole 2 feed-
back power measurement).

• Distribution pole grid/node 2 smart metering set (bot-
tom left; M22—pole 2 power measurement, M2A—house
F131 power supplied measured from the pole node, and
M2B—house F132 power supplied measured from the
pole node).

• Consumer house F131 smart metering set: (top right;
M1A—house F131 power measured and M2A—pole 2
to house F131 ‘feedback’ of power measured).

• Consumer house F132 smart metering set: (top left;
M1B—house F132 power measured and M2B—pole 2 to
house F132 ‘feedback’ of the power measured).

It should be noted that the software results produced 100%
(power measurement results accuracy) in comparison and
power differences measured by the system. For hardware
results, due to power losses such as open circuits in plugs
and unstable voltage and the flowing current in the imple-
mented system for testing. The system is set to neglect those
readings, and the threshold of power differences allowed is
± ≤ 200W. Therefore, all these power differences permit-
ted on the hardware module produced just over 95% (power
measurement results accuracy). Therefore, any value below
± 200W in both the software module and hardware module
is identified as under normal operation mode.

Figure 16 shows how possible electricity theft is detected
in consumer houses when an illegal connection is connected
from the distribution pole node direct to the consumer load. In
Fig. 16, both consumer houses F131 and F132 smart meters
are meter tampered. The power differences are calculated
using port A of pole grid/node 2 power measured, and port B
of pole grid/node 2 power measured, respectively. The GSM
modules of each consumer house and smartmetering systems
have generated SMS notifications to alert the authority office
of detectedmeter tamping in both consumer houses.With IoT

technology applications (cloud storage), the power measure-
ments captured are analysed to issue a fine against the found
offenders. In Fig. 13, meter tampering is detected at con-
sumer house F131 (house A) since the feedback power read
from port A of pole node 2 is M2A � 1378.98W, while the
measured power consumed at house F131 isM1A� 30.94W.
Then, the power differences measured are (M2A – M1A �
1348.04W). Consumer house F132 (house B) is also meter
tampered, and the electric theft is detected since the feedback
power read from port B of pole node 2 is M2B � 1374.56W,
while the measured power consumed at house F132 is M1B
� 35.36W. Then, the power differences measured are (M2B
– M1B � 1339.20W).

Figure 17 shows the snapshots of the received SMS noti-
fications to the officials (authority office). The first SMS
notification informs the authority office that possible meter
tampering at consumer house F131 has been identified. The
second SMS notification also informs the authority office
that possible meter tampering at consumer house F132 has
been identified. On the cloud storage, the measured values of
power distributed and losses are displayed for further anal-
ysis by the authority office to issue fines and immediately
recover known revenue losses resulting from the incidents.

The information displayed on the cloud ‘IoT’ storage in
Fig. 17 has the following data presented in Table 1. Table 1
consists of power measurement results for consumer hous-
es—F131 and F132, including their power differences (meter
tampering) measured between the pole node 2 of port A to
consumer house F131 and pole node 2 of port B to consumer
house F132.

Therefore, consumer house F131, at times 19:02:20 until
19:03:24, the power losses resulting from meter tampering
detected between port A of pole node 2 and house F131 is
1348.04W. For consumer house F132, at times 19:01:46 until
19:02:50, the power losses resulting from meter tampering
detected between port B of pole node 2 and house F132 is
1339.20W.

Therefore, the final power losses determined by the
authority office when issuing fines are as follows:
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Fig. 18 Possible electricity theft detection between the distribution pole grids after illegal connection

3.6.1 For consumer house F131: final power losses
determined to issue fines are as follows

T(total duration) � t(ended)− t(begin)

� (19 : 03 : 24)− (19 : 02 : 20)

� 00 : 01 : 03 min/s(total duration it took)

(4)

where T(total duration) – is the time duration it lasted.
t(begin)—the time it begins at. t(ended—the time it ended at.

P(Pt losses) � P(measured losses)

+
(
P(measured losses) × T(total duration)

)

� 1348.04 + (1348.04 × 0.02)

� 1375.00W(total power losses lasted for 00 : 01 : 04)
(5)

where P(Pt losses)—total power losses resulted from meter
tampering or illegal connection detected.
P(measured losses)—the power measured at that time.
T(total duration)—the time duration it lasted.

3.6.2 For consumer house F132: final power losses
determined to issue fines are as follows

T(total duration) � t(ended)− t(begin)

� (19 : 02 : 50)− (19 : 01 : 46)

� 00 : 01 : 04 min/s(total duration it took)

(6)

P(Pt losses) � P(measured losses)

+
(
P(measured losses) × T(total duration)

)

� 1339.20 + (1339.20 × 0.02)

� 1365.98W(total power losses lasted for 00 : 01 : 04)
(7)

Fig. 19 SMS notification for pole grid 1 (illegal connection identified)
and cloud storage results

Figure 18 shows how possible power theft is detected
between and/or on the distribution pole grids when there is
an illegal connection on the power system grid. In Fig. 18,
the distribution pole grid 1 smart metering system had mea-
sured (M11 � 2894.97W), while the power received at the
distribution pole grid/node 2 through the feedback line is
(M12 � 1644.16W). Then, the power differences measured
are (M11 – M12 � 1250.81W). Therefore, a possible illegal
connection is detected between the distribution pole grid 1
and distribution pole grid/node 2 since the power distribution
is not balanced. The authority office is notified with an SMS
notification containing the exact location where the incident
happened. With the use of Arduino ATMega328P microcon-
troller and a GSM module, the power measured distributed
from pole grid 1 and power differences measured between
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Table 2 Distribution pole grid 1 power measurements and power differences measured between the distribution pole grid 1 and distribution pole
grid/node 2

Distribution pole grid 1 power measurements and power differences compared between distribution pole grid 1 and distribution pole
node 2

Distribution pole grid 1 (Power measurements) Time Date Power differences measured

2894.97W 18:27:44 09 October 2021 1250.81W

225.41W 18:29:13 09 October 2021 − 8.84W

pole grid 1 and pole node 2 are send to cloud storage for
review and record purposes.

Figure 19 shows a received SMS notification to the offi-
cials (authority office). It informs the authority office that
an illegal connection between the distribution pole grid 1
and the distribution pole grid/node 2 has been identified. On
the cloud storage, the measured values of power distributed
and losses are displayed for further analysis by the authority
office to issue fines and immediately recover known revenue
losses resulting from the incident.

The information displayed on the cloud ‘IoT’ storage in
Fig. 19 has the following data presented in Table 2. The
table below consists of power measurement results mea-
sured distributed at pole grid 1 and power differences (illegal
connections) measured between distribution pole grid 1 and
distribution pole grid/node 2.

Therefore, at times 18:27:44 until 18:29:13, the power
losses resulting from illegal connections between the dis-
tribution pole grid 1 and the distribution pole node 2 is
1250.81W.

Therefore, the final losses determined to issue fines are as
follows:

T(total duration) � t(ended)− t(begin)

� (18 : 29 : 13)− (18 : 27 : 44)

� 00 : 01 : 29 min/s(total duration it took

(8)

P(Pt losses) � P(measured losses)

+
(
P(measured losses) × T(total duration)

)

� 1250.81 + (1250.81 × 0.02)

� 1275.83W(total power losses lasted for 00 : 01 : 29)
(9)

3.7 Cloud storage-based results captured
between 14h30 and 15h30 on 18 October 2021

Below are cloud storage-based test results captured between
14h30 and 15h30 on 18 October 2021. It should be noted
that the authority office will only use cloud storage-based
results to monitor power demand from the electricity con-
sumers and monitor electricity theft and issue fines against

Fig. 20 Pole 2 power demand measured, and the voltage stability mea-
sured

the found offenders. Therefore, the captured power readings
are recorded on the cloud storage (MATLAB—ThingSpeak)
and are viewed by the authority office. Here, only pole
grid/node 2 cloud storage results presented in the graphic
display are analysed. In addition, calculations to issue fines
to the found offenders are also presented and interpreted.
Therefore, analysis of big data (power measurement results
captured and recorded on the cloud storage in the space of
one hour) are interpreted using tables and calculations as
presented below.

Figure 20 shows a datasheet (graphic display) of cap-
tured electric data in the space of 1 h between 14h30 and
15h30 on 18 October 2021. These results are displayed on
the cloud storage (MATLAB Online, ThingSpeak Internet
of Things channels display). As shown below, datasheet 1
displays power measured distributed at pole node 2, while
datasheet 2 displays a voltage measured at its peak voltage.

Table 3 shows the results captured by the proposed sys-
tem and recorded on cloud storage in the space of 1 h. The
table below shows results of power measured received and
distributed from pole node 2 in the space of one hour and the
voltage measurements captured at its peak-maximum volt-
age above 230 V. Standard single-phase voltage—230 V, the
peak voltage measured is voltage: 232 V, Date: 18 October
2021, time: at all times as displayed in Fig. 20.

Figure 21 shows a datasheet (graphic display) of cap-
tured electric data displayed on the cloud storage (MATLAB
Online, ThingSpeak Internet of Things channels display). As
shown below, datasheet 1 displays power supplied from pole
grid/node 2 of port A to consumer house A (F131), while
datasheet 2 displays power supplied from pole grid/node 2
of port B to consumer house B (F132).

Figure 22 shows a datasheet of captured electric data dis-
played on the cloud storage. As shown below, datasheet 1
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Table 3 Pole grid/node 2 power measurements and peak voltage recorded and shown on cloud storage

Pole grid/node 2 power measurements Time Date Peak voltage measured

2727.01W 14:37:00 18 October 2021 232 V

1392.24W 14:57:10 18 October 2021 232 V

53.04W 15:04:49 18 October 2021 232 V

2766.79W 15:09:23 18 October 2021 232 V

1401.08W 15:15:03 18 October 2021 232 V

35.35W 15:21:00 18 October 2021 232 V

2704.92W 15:23:14 18 October 2021 232 V

Fig. 21 House F131 (A) & house F132 (B), power distributed from the
pole node

Fig. 22 Pole 2 sum of power distributed to houses and power difference
measured

displays the total power measured supplying both consumer
house A and consumer house B from pole grid/node 2, while
datasheet 2 displays power differencesmeasured at pole node
2.

Figure 23 shows how to read the power measured and
captured results online sent by the smart metering system to
the created cloud storage. The captured results are accessible
online on the created cloud storage (MATLAB ThingSpeak
Internet of Things channels display).

Table 4 shows the results captured by the proposed system
and recorded on cloud storage in the space of 1 h. The table
below shows the total power measured supplying both con-
sumer house A and consumer house B from pole grid/node
2, while the table below also shows the results of power dif-
ferences measured at pole node 2.

Using Table 4, to determine the power losses (illegal con-
nections) occurred on the distribution pole grid/node 2 at
times (15:09:23) and (15:15:03), the following calculations
are done:

3.7.1 At time (15:09:23), the final power losses determined
to issue fines are as follows

T(total duration) � t(ended)− t(begin)

� (15 : 10 : 33)− (15 : 09 : 23)

� 00 : 01 : 10 min/s(total duration it took)

(10)

P(Pt losses) � P(measured losses)

+
(
P(measured losses) × T(total duration)

)

� 1157.98 + (1157.98 × 0.02)

� 1181.14W(total power losses lasted for 00 : 01 : 10)
(11)

3.7.2 At time (15:15:03), the final power losses determined
to issue fines are as follows

T(total duration) � t(ended)− t(begin)

� (15 : 16 : 13)− (15 : 15 : 03)

� 00 : 01 : 10 min/s(total duration it took)

(12)

P(Pt losses) � P(measured losses)

+
(
P(measured losses) × T(total duration)

)

� 1339.20 + (1339.20 × 0.02)

� 1365.98W(total power losses lasted for 00 : 01 : 10)
(13)

Therefore, the measured power losses at pole grid/node 2
are caused by illegal connections and are detected and mea-
sured by the pole grid/node smart metering system at pole
node 2, and the revenue losses are known. The measured
power losses are 1157.99W and 1339.20W, highlighted in
Table 4. The calculations carried out are used by the power
utility (authority office) when issuing fines to the found
offenders to recover power theft revenue losses.
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Fig. 23 Pole grid/node 2 power measurements (results display)

Table 4 Pole node 2, the sum of power distributed to houses (F131 and F132) and power differences measured

Pole 2, a total sum of power measured supplying
(houses F131 and F132)

Time Date Power differences measured (illegal connections) at
pole grid/node 2

2735.85W 14:37:00 18 October
2021

− 8.84W

1423.17W 14:57:10 18 October
2021

− 30.94W

75.14W 15:04:49 18 October
2021

− 22.10W

1608.81W 15:09:23 18 October
2021

1157.99W

61.88W 15:15:03 18 October
2021

1339.20W

66.30W 15:21:00 18 October
2021

− 30.94W

2731.43W 15:23:14 18 October
2021

− 26.52W

4 Conclusion

Most power utilities worldwide suffer severe revenue losses
due to the issue of power theft, mainly meter tampering and
illegal connections. The proposed real-time power theftmon-
itoring and detection system with a double metering system
showed good simulation results to identify if there is meter
tampering and illegal connections in the power system net-
work [1]. At the same time, the hardware project showed
how the smart electric meters of the proposed double meter-
ing system can be practically implemented in the distribution
system network. The hardware project also showed how the

proposed system can practically monitor and detect any ille-
gal electricity connections on the distribution feeders and
meter tampering when a consumer manipulates its smart
electric meter. It further showed how the received power con-
sumption data is displayed when read from the cloud storage
using a computer or a smartphone.

Therefore, it is expected that the proposed systemwill play
a significant role in countries such as South Africa in detect-
ing or alleviating power theft. Including revenue recovery by
the municipalities of the different cities or the power utility
[1]. The benefits of implementing the proposed system are
reducing asset loss and improving revenue, increasing the
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visibility of the power network, reducing line losses (mainly
Non-Technical Losses). Before practical implementation, the
system was designed on Proteus Design Suite v.8.10 SP3
software. This system was verified in the software simula-
tion results and hardware prototype results as presented in
this paper, including SMS notifications and cloud storage
results analysis.

4.1 Economic feasibility

Anyutility company thatwill consider implementing the pro-
posed system can expect the elimination of power theft on
their distribution system networks. With this proposed sys-
tem, the authority office is notified with an SMS alert of
where the theft is detected; this reduces data analysis time and
leads to the quick arrest of the found offenders with known
power losses. Nevertheless, the implementation of this sys-
tem by any power utility will be costly as an extensive smart
metering system will need to be installed on each pole grid
and each consumer house for accurate power differences and
power measurement results determined by the proposed sys-
tem. In contrast, it is estimated that the power utility that
would have adopted this advanced system can expect cost
recovery within five years and start making a profit as power
theft will be eliminated in their grid. The implementation of
this system can be easily done in block mode (first metro,
municipality, or town); if the implementation has an impact
and revenues start increasing, they will shift to the next block
until the system is fully installed in the whole region/country.
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